
PANDAS GIANT PANDA BEAR

The giant panda also known as panda bear or simply panda, is a bear native to south central China. It is easily
recognized by the large, distinctive black patches .

Western discovery The West first learned of the giant panda on 11 March , when the French missionary
Armand David [17] received a skin from a hunter. They can therefore be active at any time of the day. Overall,
bamboo is not very nutritious. Males will use their sensitive smelling ability to sniff out a female when ready
to mate. The cubs can eat small quantities of bamboo after six months, [87] though mother's milk remains the
primary food source for most of the first year. Reasons for the extremely small size of the offspring and the
frequent production of twins are not understood, but both are traits shared with bears. They are the national
symbol of China and generate significant economic benefits for local communities through ecotourism and
other activities. Another idea is that the broad blockings of contrasting color may serve to camouflage the
panda in the bamboo or treetops. Bamboo is so nutritionally poor, pandas must consume a high volume to get
any benefit out of it. When winter approaches, they head lower down their mountain homes to warmer
temperatures, where they continue to chomp away on bamboo! These magnificent mammals are omnivores.
The morphological characteristics of extinct relatives of the giant panda suggest that while the ancient giant
panda was omnivorous 7 million years ago mya , it only became herbivorous some  Advertisement Love
reading about brilliant bears? In panda facilities in China, keepers help to hand raise any twin cubs; one baby
is left with the mother and the keepers switch the twins every few days so each one gets care and milk directly
from the mother. Now, more than years later, the worldwide love for pandas has been combined with
international efforts to keep them from becoming extinct. We aren't exactly sure. But plenty of genetic studies
have made it clear that pandas are a type of bear, according to the San Diego Zoo. Nearly half of the captive
births recorded before were of twins , but panda mothers are typically unable to care for more than one infant.
Why save the panda? Other vocalizations include honks, huffs, barks and growls, while cubs often croak and
squeal. A scarcity in bamboo threatens the already limited panda population. Pandas make a lot of different
noises. And we will be providing a lifeline for a host of other endangered animals, including the golden
snub-nosed monkey, takin and crested ibis that share these magnificent forests with the panda. The mother
will select the stronger of the cubs, and the weaker cub will die due to starvation. Giant panda populations are
not high, but they are increasing. In , Ruth Harkness became the first Westerner to bring back a live giant
panda, a cub named Su Lin [99] which went to live at the Brookfield Zoo in Chicago. Find out all about these
brilliant bears! Great for teachers, homeschoolers and parents alike! Conservation and classification Fossils
from northern Myanmar and Vietnam and much of China as far north as Beijing indicate that the giant panda
was widely distributed throughout eastern Asia during the early Pleistocene Epoch 2. Pandas eat any of 25
bamboo species in the wild, such as Fargesia dracocephala [61] and Fargesia rufa. The mother is thought to be
unable to produce enough milk for two cubs since she does not store fat. To stay healthy, they have to eat a
lotâ€”up to 15 percent of their body weight in 12 hoursâ€”so they eat fast. This is why good panda habitat
should have several different species of bamboo. We developed early-detection pregnancy tests, as well as a
milk formula for panda cubs that raised survival rates from zero to percent. No spam, we promise. It's
necessary to know that pandas are bears, because the more we know about pandas, the better we can help them
reproduce and survive. Look for the FSC certification on bamboo products, too. When the latest assessment
was made in , the population of the giant panda appeared to be increasing. Although pandas are generally
solitary as adults, they are exposed to the scents of other neighboring pandas that have crossed over their path
days or weeks before. Natural corridors connect some reserves to help keep panda populations together. Most
Read. The total area of these habitats is about 13, square km 5, square miles , and in recent times periodic
mass flowering and die-offs of bamboo have brought starvation for some populations. There are 67 panda
reserves in China that protect around two thirds of the giant pandas in the wild and more than 50 percent of the
giant panda's habitat, according to the World Wildlife Fund.


